Ni stabilised on inorganic complex structures: superior catalysts for chemical CO₂ recycling via dry reforming of methane
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ARTICLE INFO  

CO₂ utilisation is becoming an appealing topic in catalysis science due to the urgent need to deal with greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions. Herein, the dry reforming of methane (DRM) represents a viable route to convert CO₂ and CH₄ (two of the major GHG) into syngas, a highly valuable intermediate in chemical synthesis. Nickel-based catalysts are economically viable materials for this reaction, however they show inevitable signs of deactivation. In this work stabilisation of Ni in a pyrochlore-perovskite structure is reported as a viable method to prevent fast deactivation. Substitution of Zirconium by Ni at various loadings in the lanthanum zirconate pyrochlore La₂Zr₂O₇ is investigated in terms of reactant conversions under various reaction conditions (temperature and space velocity). XRD analysis of the calcined and reduced catalysts showed the formation of crystalline phases corresponding to the pyrochlore structure La₂Zr₂₋ₓNiₓO₇₋δ and an additional La₂NiZrO₆ perovskite phase at high Ni loadings. Carbon formation is limited using this formulation strategy and, as a consequence, our best catalyst shows excellent activity for DRM at temperatures as low as 600 °C and displays great stability over 350 h of continuous operation. Exsolution of Ni from the oxide structure, leading to small and well dispersed Ni clusters, could explain the enhanced performance.

1. Introduction

Increasing anthropogenic CO₂ emissions are encouraging extensive research into CO₂ recycling processes. Dry Reforming of Methane (DRM, eq. 1) represents an attractive way to obtain syngas, allowing the conversion of two greenhouse gases into valuable products. Although DRM produces syngas with a low H₂/CO ratio (around 1) compared to other reforming reactions (3 for the steam reforming of methane, 2 for the partial oxidation of methane, 2 for the bi-reforming of methane and from 1 to 2.5 for autothermal reforming) it can be used either to adjust H₂-rich syngas compositions, either in processes that require a carbon monoxide-rich syngas like the hydroformylation synthesis [1]. The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis usually requires a H₂/CO syngas mixture of 2 but can benefit from a higher long-chain hydrocarbons selectivity with lower H₂/CO ratios [2]. DRM has been investigated for numerous years and many studies have been conducted on the development of active and coke-resistant catalysts. Conventional catalysts are composed of a metallic active phase dispersed on a support. Typically for DRM, noble metals such as Ru, Rh, Pd and Pt have been found to be very active and coke resistant, but their price and limited availability is shifting investigation towards transition metals like Ni and Co [2]. Thermodynamically, DRM requires high reaction temperatures to achieve high CH₄/CO₂ conversions but at such temperatures, supported metal catalysts are prone to deactivation due to sintering of the metallic phase [3,4]. Moreover, carbon deposition inevitably occurs due to numerous side reactions such as the Boudouard reaction (eq. 2), CO reduction (eq. 3) and CO₂ reduction (eq. 4), even though not thermodynamically favoured at high temperatures, and CH₄ decomposition (eq. 5) at higher temperatures [5].

DRM: CO₂ + CH₄ ⇌ 2CO + 2H₂ΔH₂⁹⁸K = + 247 kJ.mol⁻¹  

Boudouard: 2CO = C + CO₂ΔH₂⁹⁸K = −171 kJ.mol⁻¹  

CO reduction: CO + H₂ = C + H₂OΔH₂⁹⁸K = −131.3 kJ.mol⁻¹  

CO₂ reduction: CO₂ + 2H₂ = C + 2H₂OΔH₂⁹⁸K = −90 kJ.mol⁻¹  

CH₄ decomposition: CH₄ = C + 2H₂ΔH₂⁹⁸K = + 75 kJ.mol⁻¹

Downstream processes typically operate at pressure levels between 20 and 70 bars [1] therefore to reduce the number of costly
compression steps, DRM should be taking place at elevated pressure. Thermodynamically, the deposition of coke becomes more favourable at higher pressures, especially above 10 bars. Hence, high temperatures (above 800 °C) would then be required to balance the loss of conversion induced by pressure.

Thus, for a practical application, there is a need to develop a cost-effective catalyst, able to withstand high temperatures and able to resist deactivation due to coking and sintering. Different strategies have been applied to tackle sintering and carbon deposition over nickel-based catalyst. Boldrin et al. recently summarised these strategies, whose applications can go beyond DRM and could be extended to the development of carbon resistant solid oxide fuel cells anodes [6]. Tuning the acid/base properties of the support, adding promoters to Ni, sulphur passivation and the use of bimetallic formulations have been widely investigated as approaches to enhance the performance of Ni-based catalysts [17,18,22]. Kiefer et al. previously reported the high activity and stability of La2Ce2-Zr2O7 catalyst and highlighted its coke resistance [23]. These studies were carried out using pyrochlores as a support for the active phase, as they are typically inactive as bulk materials. However, they can become very active and stable even at low temperature when carbon deposition is favoured. The Ni doped catalyst (1 wt.% Ni) however displayed poor activity and deactivated quickly due to the deposition of polymeric carbon and carbon whiskers [31].

2. Experimental

2.1. Catalysts synthesis

The catalysts were prepared using a modified citrate method described elsewhere [32]. La(III) nitrate [La(NO3)3·6H2O], nickel nitrate [Ni(NO3)2·6H2O], and zirconyl nitrate [ZrO(NO3)2·6H2O] provided by Sigma-Aldrich, were used as precursors. The necessary amount of each precursor was dissolved in deionized water and then mixed with a citric acid (CA) solution in the adequate molar ratio of Ca:metal as specified elsewhere [31]. The solution was stirred and concentrated in a rotary evaporator. The resulting mixture was allowed to combat on a hot plate and calcined at 1000 °C for 8 h. For simplicity the 0, 2, 5 and 10 wt.% Ni loaded catalysts will henceforth be referred to as L2, LNZ2, LNZ5 and LNZ10 respectively.

2.2. Catalysts characterisation

The chemical composition of the materials was determined by XRF using an EDAX Eagle III spectrometer with a rhodium source of radiation working at 40 kV.

The textural properties of the supports were characterised by nitrogen adsorption-desorption measurements at –196 °C in an AUTO-ORB-6 fully automated manometric equipment. The samples were outgassed under vacuum at 250 °C for 4 h before each measurement. The BET equation was applied to estimate the specific surface area.

X-Ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a Bruker D8-Advance with a Goebel mirror and a Kristalloflex K 760-80 F X-Ray generation system, fitted with a Cu cathode and a Ni filter. Spectra were registered between 20 and 80 (2θ) with a step size of 0.05° and a time of 3 s per step.

Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman Microscope using a green laser (λ = 532 nm, maximum power 10 mW) with a spot diameter of 0.7 μm and a pinhole aperture of 50 μm A diffraction grating of 900 grooves mm-1, a CCD detector and a 50 x objective were used.

Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) with H2 experiments were carried out on the ‘as prepared’ catalysts in a U-shaped quartz reactor using a 5% H2/He gas flow of 50 mL min−1, with a heating rate of 10 °C min−1. Samples were treated with flowing He at 150 °C for 1 h before the TPR run. Hydrogen consumption was monitored using an online mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer, OmniStar GSD 301).

Temperature-programmed oxidation (TPO) with O2 experiments were carried out on the spent catalysts in a TGA/SDTA851e/LF/1600 instrument (Mettler Toledo) connected to a mass spectrometer (TGA-MS). Samples were exposed to a 20% O2/He gas flow of 50 mL min−1, with a heating rate of 10 °C min−1. Samples were treated with flowing He at 150 °C for 1 h before the TPR run. Hydrogen consumption was monitored using an online mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer, OmniStar GSD 301).

TEM images were taken with a JEOL electron microscope (model JEM-2010) working at 200 kV. It was equipped with an INCA Energy TEM 100 analytical system and a SIS MegaView II camera. Samples for analysis were suspended in ethanol and placed on copper grids with a holey-carbon film support.

2.3. Catalytic behaviour

The catalytic behaviour of the prepared catalysts in the dry reforming of methane reaction was evaluated using a fixed bed quartz reactor loaded in an automated Microactivity Reference apparatus from PID Eng&Tech. The catalysts were sieved and the 100–200 μm fraction were placed in the reactor on a quartz wool bed. Prior to the activity tests, catalysts were reduced in-situ under 50 vol.% H2 in He, at 700 °C during 1 h. The reaction was carried out for 30 h, at atmospheric pressure in the 600–700 °C temperature range, with a reactant feed molar ratio of CH4:CO2 = 1:1 in 60 vol.% He. The total flow of reactants was adjusted to achieve Weight Hourly Space Velocity (WHSV) of 15, 30 and 60 L·gcat·h−1 which is equivalent to Gas Hourly Space...
To confirm that a A2B2O7 pyrochlore phase has been successfully formed, the freshly calcined materials were analysed using XRD. The resulting patterns are presented in Fig. 1 and all the samples present the characteristic diffraction features of La2Zr2O7 pyrochlore phase (JCPDS Card No. 01-73-0444). No diffraction peaks of individual La2O3 or ZrO2 phases are observed. The presence of superstructure peaks (331) and (551) proves that the pyrochlore phase was achieved rather than the fluorite phase which is also typical for these materials [34–36]. These two low intensity diffraction peaks, correspond to cation (and anion) ordering in the pyrochlore structure. The substitution of Ni on the B-site did not affect the pyrochlore crystalline structure up to a loading of 5 wt.% Above 5 wt.% of Ni loading, a separate La2NiZrO6 rhombohedral double perovskite oxide phase is formed, appearing on the XRD with diffraction peaks at 31.5 and 45.1° (JCPDS Card No. 00-044-0624).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterisation

The chemical composition and textural properties of the prepared catalysts are listed in Table 1. The metal loading of the prepared samples are close to the intended values of 2, 5 and 10 wt.% Ni respectively. Regarding the textural properties of the samples, the highest surface area and the largest pore volume were displayed by the undoped LZ sample. The introduction of Ni in the formulation of the catalysts led to a slight decrease of the specific surface area. The noticeably lower surface area of our samples when compared to conventional supported catalysts (e.g. Ni/Al2O3 with $S_{\text{BET}} = 164 \text{ m}^2 \text{ g}^{-1}$ [33]) is an important factor to consider and will be discussed with reference to the XRD results. However, high Ni dispersion is achieved despite the low surface area.

To ensure that a A2B2O7 pyrochlore phase has been successfully formed, the freshly calcined materials were analysed using XRD. The resulting patterns are presented in Fig. 1 and all the samples present the characteristic diffraction features of La2Zr2O7 pyrochlore phase (JCPDS Card No. 01-73-0444). No diffraction peaks of individual La2O3 or ZrO2 phases are observed. The presence of superstructure peaks (331) and (551) proves that the pyrochlore phase was achieved rather than the fluorite phase which is also typical for these materials [34–36]. These two low intensity diffraction peaks, correspond to cation (and anion) ordering in the pyrochlore structure. The substitution of Ni on the B-site did not affect the pyrochlore crystalline structure up to a loading of 5 wt.% Above 5 wt.% of Ni loading, a separate La2NiZrO6 rhombohedral double perovskite oxide phase is formed, appearing on the XRD with diffraction peaks at 31.5 and 45.1° (JCPDS Card No. 00-044-0624).

A small shift in the diffraction peaks towards the lower angles is observed between the doped materials and the pure pyrochlore as emphasized in the inset of Fig. 1. Ni substitution is responsible for an increase in the lattice parameter, provoking this shift. The amount of Ni in the 5 and 10 wt.% samples appears to be above the maximum substitution limit of the pyrochlore structure, resulting in the formation of a separate perovskite phase. This has been reported previously in literature when doping pyrochlores [27,30,37]. In particular, Haynes et al. reported the formation of La2NiZrO6 for 6 wt.% Ni doped La2Zr2O7 when calcined at temperature higher than 900 °C [38]. No peaks attributed to Ni or NiO species are observed indicating that Ni is incorporated on the mixed structure and in case some particles are out of the inorganic lattice they are quite small and well dispersed despite the low surface area of these materials.

Considering that the fluorite and pyrochlore structures have the same parent XRD pattern, only differing by the emergence of minor reflections, Raman spectroscopy was used for further analysis of the crystalline structure of the calcined catalysts. Indeed, the X-ray scattering power of rare-earth cations is much more important than the one of oxygen, hence XRD is more sensitive to disorder in the cation sub-lattice than in the anion sublattice. Raman spectroscopy on the other hand is very sensitive to metal-oxygen vibrational modes [39]. Here the cations are located on the inversion centre and therefore, they do not contribute to the vibrations and only oxide ligands are visible. For this reason, Raman spectroscopy has been widely used as an efficient tool to distinguish defect-fluorite and ordered pyrochlore materials. The group theory predicts six Raman active modes (A1g + E g + 4F 2g) for the pyrochlore structure (Fd3m) and only one Raman mode (F3g) for the fluorite structure (Fm3m). In the Raman spectra shown in Fig. 2, all samples present three or more peaks corresponding to the pyrochlore-type structured lanthanum zirconate, in agreement with the XRD results. Four peaks can be distinguished for LZ: one broad Raman peak at

![Fig. 1. XRD pattern of the calcined catalysts (a) LZ, (b) LNZ2, (c) LNZ5 and (d) LNZ10.](Image)

![Fig. 2. Raman spectra of the calcined catalysts LZ, LNZ2, LNZ5 and LNZ10.](Image)
The La$_2$NiZrO$_6$ phase is still present indicating that Ni was only reduced samples and the XRD pro-
observed by Haynes et al. [38]. XRD analysis was performed on the two F$_{2g}$ modes. A clear shift towards lower wavenumbers is observed between the undoped and the doped materials. The broadening and shift of the doped samples Raman peaks are indicative of an increase in localised disorder across the entire La$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ structure confirming the incorporation of Ni ions into Zr sites [43]. The reducibility of the four catalysts was studied to determine the conditions needed for the pre-treatment step and to get further insights on their composition and redox properties. The hydrogen TPR profiles of the samples are shown in Fig. 3. The pyrochlore LZ has been found not to be reducible, any H$_2$ consumption in the doped materials is therefore only due to Ni [17,18]. The profiles of the doped samples depict between two to three peaks. The low temperature peak at 360 °C is attributed to the reduction of NiO located on the surface of the pyrochlore, weakly interacting with it and therefore easily reducible [17]. The medium temperature peaks between 405 and 445 °C are likely to be attributed to Ni exsolved from the pyrochlore structure and interacting with the pyrochlore structure. The most intense peak at 545 °C can be attributed the partial reduction of the La$_2$NiZrO$_6$ phase as observed by Haynes et al. [38]. XRD analysis was performed on the reduced samples and the XRD profile of the reduced LNZ10 is shown in Fig. 8. The La$_2$NiZrO$_6$ phase is still present indicating that Ni was only partially reduced. Moreover no diffraction peaks due to Ni$^+$ are detected indicating that the reduced Ni$^+$ particles are small (i.e. under 5 nm) and well dispersed on the surface of the pyrochlore. Therefore, after complete reduction of the catalyst, some Ni is present within the pyrochlore (La$_2$Zr$_2$$_3$Ni$_x$O$_{7+δ}$) and perovskite (La$_2$NiZrO$_6$) structures, and also on the surface of the bulk catalyst as small and highly dispersed Ni$^+$ nanoparticles.

3.2. Catalytic behaviour

The catalytic behaviour of the catalysts over time on stream at 650 °C is shown in Fig. 4. CO$_2$ conversion is greater than the CH$_4$ conversion for all the catalysts. This is due to the higher activation energy of CH$_4$ (i.e. the energy barrier to activate methane is larger than the one of CO$_2$ activation) and the occurrence of the Reverse Water Gas Shift (RWGS, eq. 6) reaction, which takes also place under the used conditions. CO$_2$ reacts with both CH$_4$ and H$_2$ resulting in higher CO$_2$ conversion than expected.

\[
\text{RWGS: CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 = \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \Delta H_{\text{298K}} = +41.2 \text{ kJ/mol} \quad (6)
\]

The un-doped LZ pyrochlore does not show any activity in DRM, as can be predicted by the lack of active metallic phase in the solid. The 2% doped catalyst, LNZ2, is comparatively inactive despite its metal loading. Samples doped with loadings greater than 2% have been found to be active for DRM. Interestingly this also corresponds to the loading limit for which a secondary perovskite phase has been formed. However, despite an initial conversion of 33% for CO$_2$ and 18% for CH$_4$, LNZ5 is rapidly deactivated and its activity reaches a plateau at 17% for CO$_2$ and 6.6% for CH$_4$ after 20 h on stream. On the other hand, the 10% doped catalyst displays very good performance in terms of both catalytic activity and stability. LNZ10 achieves a conversion of 79% for CO$_2$ and 65% for CH$_4$ and reaches steady state in less than 1 h. No deactivation is observed after 30 h on stream.

3.2.1. Temperature effect

The dependence of the activity of the 10% Ni doped catalyst with the reaction temperature was further studied. Fig. 5 illustrates the catalytic activity of the best catalyst, LNZ10, over temperatures ranging from 600 to 700 °C, each point corresponding to the steady state value after 30 h on stream. Higher temperatures were also studied at high space velocities and the results are shown in Fig. S1 (Supporting information) showing excellent conversion levels at temperature beyond 800 °C. LNZ10 is found to be very active, even at low temperature, with CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ conversions of 53% and 69% respectively at 600 °C. Moreover, LNZ10 did not deactivate and showed a stable behaviour for

\[
\Delta \text{H}_{\text{298K}} = +41.2 \text{ kJ/mol}
\]

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O} = \text{CO} + \text{H}_2 \quad (6)
\]

\[
\text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2 = \text{CO} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2 = \text{CO} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (6)
\]

Fig. 3. H$_2$-TPR profiles of the prepared catalysts.

Fig. 4. Influence of Ni metal loading (x = 0; 2; 5; 10 wt.% Ni) on catalytic activity and stability. Reaction conditions: P = 1 atm, CH$_4$/CO$_2$ = 1, T = 650 °C, WHSV = 30 L.g$^{-1}$.h$^{-1}$.

Fig. 5. Effect of the temperature on H$_2$/CO ratio and CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ conversion for LNZ10. Reaction conditions: P = 1 atm, CH$_4$/CO$_2$ = 1, WHSV = 30 L.g$^{-1}$.h$^{-1}$.
30 h on stream at this low temperature for DRM, where carbon formation is thermodynamically favoured, emphasising its great resistance to carbon formation. In accordance with thermodynamic equilibrium calculations, both conversions increased with temperature. Remarkably, as temperature increased the gap between CO₂ conversion and CH₄ conversion decreased until both conversions became equal at 700 °C. Indeed, methane conversion is believed to be favoured at high temperature due to the high activation energy of CH₄. A slight increase of the H₂/CO ratio is observed as temperature increases, which is due to a higher CH₄ conversion leading to greater H₂ production. Although the syngas trend is affected also by the parallel reactions as for example methane decomposition (eq. 3) and RWGS (eq. 6) both leading to opposite effects – RWGS consumes H₂ while CH₄ decomposition generates extra H₂. In fact, among the parallel reactions affecting DRM, the RWGS has a remarkable influence in the reactant conversions and H₂/CO ratio as previously observed in literature [44,45].

3.2.2. Space velocity effect

Space velocity is a key parameter for industrial applications, as it determines the volume of the reforming unit and therefore is directly linked to the capital cost of the process. The 10% doped catalyst was tested utilising different Weight Hourly Space Velocities (WHSV). For this test, the mass of catalyst was kept constant and the flow of reactant was halved and doubled to give WHSVs of 15, 30 and 60 L·g⁻¹·h⁻¹. Experiments were conducted at 700 °C for 30 h. Once again, the catalyst showed great stability even at low space velocity, showing no sign of deactivation and therefore testifying of the outstanding resistance to coking of this catalyst even when exposed to hard conditions. Fig. 6 illustrates the behaviour of the LNZ10 catalyst in terms of CH₄ conversion, CO₂ conversion and H₂/CO ratio as functions of the space velocity, considering the steady state values.

At low space velocities the catalyst achieves very high conversions: 88% for CH₄ and 91% for CO₂ at 15 L·g⁻¹·h⁻¹. A slight decrease in CH₄ conversion is observed when increasing the space velocity to 30 L·g⁻¹·h⁻¹. When doubling the space velocity to 60 L·g⁻¹·h⁻¹ a drop in activity is witnessed; however the conversions obtained are still relatively good especially for CO₂ (74.5%). Methane conversion decreased by a greater extent to 55.5% due once again to the difficulty in overcoming CH₄ activation since its C–H bonds are very stable.

Overall, the temperature effect and the space velocity tests reveal the excellent performance of our engineered catalyst under a variety of reaction conditions. The relatively good behaviour at 600 °C suggests that this catalyst can be envisaged as suitable low temperature DRM catalyst (overcoming the coking limitations imposed by thermodynamics). Also its high activity at relatively demanding space velocity conditions indicates its potential applications in compact units (i.e. direct biogas solid oxide fuel cells, or medium size reformers for syngas generation).

3.2.3. Stability test

A stability test was conducted to check the behaviour of the 10% Ni-doped pyrochlore over a period of two weeks, the results of which are shown in Fig. 7. The catalyst displayed great stability over time on stream but showed signs of small deactivation starting with CH₄ and CO₂ conversions of 87% and attaining conversions of 82% and 77.8% for CO₂ and CH₄ respectively, after 360 h on stream. This corresponds to a declination rate of 0.0138% h⁻¹ for CO₂ and 0.0255% h⁻¹ for CH₄. Methane conversion appears to be more sensitive to deactivation than CO₂. Deactivation in our case is due to carbon formation around or over the Ni particles, as revealed by TEM (Fig. 10) since methane is believed to be activated by Ni [46]. In this situation it is understandable that CH₄ conversion is more affected than CO₂. In fact, as reported by Verykios et al. in a DRM study over Ni supported on La₂O₃, CO₂ is activated by the support [47]. It is assumed in our case that CO₂ is activated on the La-O phase of the pyrochlore, forming lanthanum oxycarbonates (La₂O₂CO₃) that are then reduced to CO [26].

Nevertheless, despite the reaction and deactivation mechanisms, LNZ10 has demonstrated excellent stability since it is able to maintain outstanding levels of CO₂/CH₄ conversions in continuous operation over a period of two weeks producing good quality syngas. A comparison time on stream test with a standard ceria promoted Ni/Al₂O₃ catalyst is provided in Fig. S2, emphasizing the excellent stability of the
pyrochlore catalyst.

3.3. Post reaction characterisation

All the prepared catalysts were analysed post reaction using XRD to detect any structural changes after the different treatments they underwent. Fig. 8 shows the XRD patterns of the 10% Ni pyrochlore-based catalyst as prepared, after reduction under hydrogen at 700 °C for 1 h, after DRM reaction at 650 °C for 30 h and after DRM reaction at 700 °C for 360 h. No differences in the diffraction patterns were observed between the ‘as prepared’ or ‘post reaction’ for catalysts with less than 10% Ni loading (not shown). This indicates that neither the pre-treatment under hydrogen nor the reaction conditions affected the crystallinity of the materials revealing the high thermal stability of Ni-doped pyrochlores. On the other hand, small changes can be observed on the 10% Ni catalyst. Although the pyrochlore phase and the perovskite phase remain intact, small peaks centred at $2\theta = 44.4^\circ$ and $51.7^\circ$, corresponding to the characteristic (111) and (200) planes of the metallic Ni phase, appear on the XRD profiles of LNZ10 after reaction, first as a shoulder peak after 30 h of reaction and then as a distinguished peak after 360 h of reaction as shown in the inset of Fig. 8. This suggests the progressive exsolution of Ni from the pyrochlore to the surface of the catalyst during the reaction. In fact, we have previously shown (Fig. 3) that TPR indicates that some bulk NiO is present on the surface of LN5Z and LNZ10, which is reduced to Ni. No Ni peaks are detected on the XRD profiles of the reduced catalysts suggesting that the Ni particles on the surface of the pyrochlore cannot be detected and are small (< 5 nm) and well dispersed. Growth of the Ni crystallite size was estimated using the Scherrer equation. After 30 h of reaction the Ni particle size is about 20 nm while after 360 h on stream the particle size is ca. 26 nm. This small change emphasizes the robustness of LNZ10 and shows how the substitution of Ni inside a complex oxide structure actually prevents sintering of the metal particles. In any case it seems that our catalytic active phase is composed by small Ni clusters dispersed on the catalyst surface along with well dispersed NiO particles exsolved from the pyrochlore lattice. As reported by Kwon et al., exsolution of transition metals is a smart catalyst design approach for energy applications in particular when the metal has a good ability to exsolve under a reducing or reaction environments [48].

Although, the exsolution strategy successfully mitigates Ni particles agglomeration, carbon formation over Ni clusters is hard to avoid. In fact, carbon formation is not always detrimental and in a way is an indication of the catalytic activity, since C–H activation of CH4 involves the formation of C* species reported in many computational studies [49,50]. In our case, a small amount of graphitic carbon is detected on the spent LNZ10 sample, with the appearance of a peak at ~26°. This peak corresponds to the graphite lattice plane (002) of carbon nanotubes [51].

The catalysts were recovered after being tested under DRM conditions and further characterised. A combined TPO-TGA, TEM and Raman spectroscopy study (see Fig. S3 in the supporting information for the Raman data) was used to quantify and identify the carbonaceous species formed on the catalysts and responsible for their deactivation. Fig. 9 shows the CO2 production profiles of LNZ10 after 30 h reaction at different temperatures and after the stability test, in the temperature-programmed oxidation experiment. LNZ10 and LNZ22 do not contain any carbon as they were not active for DRM, in good agreement with DFT studies and the discussion mentioned above. Carbon formation is a sign of activity in DRM; the key point is to avoid the formation of hard carbon deposits. The profile of LN5Z (not shown) indicates the presence of traces of carbonaceous species which are oxidised at 500 and 700 °C in accordance with the relatively low activity that it presented. LNZ10 on the other hand, contains a larger amount of carbon, with one major TPO peak at 520 °C. This peak corresponds to a soft type of carbon since it can be oxidised under relatively mild conditions. Carbon deposition is closely related to Ni particle size, the larger the clusters the more favoured the carbon formation [52–55]. The fact that soft carbon is present also supports the exsolution hypothesis leading to small Ni domains available at the catalyst surface during reaction. The agglomeration of Ni clusters would lead to more graphitic carbon, therefore the Ni particles of our catalyst seem to remain small and well dispersed on the surface.

The reaction temperature has an important influence on carbon deposition. Whether reacting at 600 or 650 °C a similar amount of carbonaceous species seems to be formed (0.05 gC/gcat). However, upon reaction at 700 °C a decrease in carbon formation is observed (0.03 gC/gcat). This is in accordance with the thermodynamic equilibrium showing that carbon formation is favoured at low temperatures. As expected after 360 h on stream, relatively high quantities of carbon have been formed on the catalyst (0.20 gC/gcat), however, the performance of the catalyst was only slightly affected.

Further insights of carbon deposition was obtained by electronic microscopy. TEM images of LNZ10 (a) reduced, (b) after 30 h of reaction, (c) and (d) after 360 h of reaction are shown in Fig. 10. Image (a) shows that Ni is mainly present in the bulk of the catalyst. After 30 h of reaction some carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are formed and after 360 h of reaction a significant amount of CNTs are found. The wall thickness of the nanotubes (11 nm) indicates multi-wall CNTs. Interestingly, the growth of CNTs starts from the interface between the metallic particle and the catalyst bulk and separates nickel from the surface as they grow. As reported previously, carbon nano-fibres tend to cover Ni particles causing the deactivation of the catalyst, but in the case of carbon nanotubes, Ni particles can be located on the tip of the CNTs or at the base, and may still catalyse methane decomposition [55,56]. In our case, CNTs grow away from the catalyst particle through a reversal growth behaviour as previously observed by Titus et al. [10] rather than covering the surface. This growing mechanism allows part of the catalyst particles to remain accessible and the active sites to function (as shown on Fig. 10(c,d)). In other words, despite the unavoidable carbon formation, our Ni-stabilised catalyst remains active simply because carbon is covering just a small fraction of the active sites and most of the Ni atoms (in the pyrochlore-perovskite phase or exsolved in the surface) are available for the reaction leading to the outstanding long-term stability.

4. Conclusions

A novel series of advanced nickel-based catalysts was prepared,
characterised and tested for DRM. Nickel was stabilised within a thermally stable mixed oxide structure, to prevent Ni from sintering and therefore from forming large clusters that favors carbon formation. La₂Zr₂O₇ pyrochlore was selected and doped with different Ni loadings. XRD and Raman analysis of the calcined samples confirmed the formation of the pyrochlore phase as well as Ni substitution in the pyrochlore. The 5 and 10% Ni doped pyrochlore were found to be active for DRM and presented an additional perovskite phase. LNZ5 deactivated quickly whereas LNZ10 displayed outstanding catalytic activity and stability over a long term stability test of 360 h. TPO and TEM analysis were performed on the spent catalysts and multiwall carbon nanotubes were identified as being formed on the surface. However, this had a limited impact on the catalyst’s activity proving the robustness of the 10% doped pyrochlore. Structural analysis was conducted on the catalyst after 360 h of reaction using XRD, and reveals that the pyrochlore structure remains intact during reaction and that Ni was exsolved to the surface during reaction generating small Ni clusters which are responsible for the observed high activity.

Overall, this work presents a strategy to design economically viable catalysts able to withstand the demanding conditions of dry reforming processes. The successful results obtained with our Ni-stabilized materials suggest their potential application for biogas upgrading, flexible syngas production and CO₂ cleaning up processes.
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